Choosing the Right Variety For You
Unscented

Eucalyptus

For those who prefer the pure
Dead Sea bath salt experience,
unscented is for you. This is also
the choice for those who have
a particular favorite fragrance.
You can add a couple of drops
of your favorite essential oil to
scent your bath to your own
preferred aroma.
Available in 4 oz. packets,
1 lb. box and 2# jar

We add pure Eucalyptus essential
oil to the Dead Sea salt to enhance
your bathing experience with the
tangy, invigorating fragrance of
eucalyptus. Eucalyptus is famed
for its properties of penetration
and opening and is frequently
used to aid in soothing tired
muscles and in providing a
refreshing energetic boost to the
breathing process.
Available in 4 oz. packets,
1 lb. box and 2# jar

Evergreen Forest
This is a blend of essential oils
including Fir Needle, Patchouli,
Ylang Ylang, Vetiver Geranium
and Cypress to provide you with
a rich scent reminiscent of an
evergreen woods, combined with
the Dead Sea bath salts.
Available in 4 oz. packets
and 2# jar

Lavender

Patchouli

The relaxing, soothing effect of
Lavender has made it one of the
most popular of all the fragrances.
Available in 4 oz. packets,
1 lb. box and 2# jar

Bath Salts
From The Dead Sea

Patchouli is an evergreen shrub in
the mint family and it has a rich,
almost intoxicating complexity to
its fragrance. Another extremely
popular fragrance that provides a
sensuous richness to the bathing
experience.
Available in 4 oz. packets and 2# jar

For more information or to find out how
to purchase these products, contact us at:
Lotus Brands, Inc.
A majority woman-owned, family business since 1992
P O Box 325, Twin Lakes, WI 53181 USA
Office phone: 262 889 8561
Toll free order line (USA): 800 824 6396
Office fax: 262 889 2461
Email: ancientsecrets@lotuspress.com
Website: www.ancient-secrets.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/#!/AncientSecrets
® ™ ©, 2013, Lotus Brands, Inc.,
Twin Lakes, WI USA.
All Rights Reserved

Rediscovering an Ancient Secret
For thousands of years, people have traveled long
distances to bathe in the Dead Sea. They come away
soothed, relaxed, refreshed and invigorated due to
the properties of the sea which contains not only the
highest salt content of any major body of water on
the planet, but also a blend of mineral salts which
work synergistically together to provide the benefits
of these salt baths. People have found that their skin
responds to the rich mineral salt content, as well as
their muscles and joints which enjoy the opportunity
to soak up the minerals and the warming action that
occurs through the bathing process.

All over the world, expensive resort spas provide
mineral salt bathing as a central activity. Sports
trainers use mineral salt baths to prepare worldclass athletes for optimal effort and to help them
maintain their peak physical conditioning.
The secret here is the high mineral salt content,
including a high percentage of magnesium chloride
among other salts, which has the ability to change
the thermal quality of water and which elicits
an invigorating response through the process of
bathing.
Of all the salt bath programs, the one that has stood
out throughout time as having the premier benefit
is Dead Sea salt baths. Ancient Secrets® has been
importing pure salts from the Dead Sea for many
years, bringing these benefits to you in a convenient,
easy-to-use form.

Ancient Secrets®
Dead Sea Bath Salts
Ancient Secrets® supplies unscented Dead Sea salts
in 3 convenient sizes: a 4 oz. packet (enough for
1-2 baths) and in a 1# box and a 2# jar.
Ancient Secrets® also supplies aromatherapy, Dead
Sea bath salts using pure essential oils for the
fragrance. The available scents include Eucalyptus,
Evergreen Forest, Lavender and Patchouli. All of
these are available in 4 oz. packets and 2# jars.
Eucalyptus and Lavender can also be obtained in
a 1# box.

Quality Considerations
Not all Dead Sea salts are the same. Some brands
use large chunks of salt which make it impossible
to effectively remove rocks or other debris, and
which causes them to dissolve into the water more
slowly. These products are therefore not suited for
use in whirlpool baths or hot tubs because they can
damage the internal machinery.
Ancient Secrets® uses fine salt that has been
mechanically cleaned and dried, thereby ensuring
that there are no rocks mixed in. The salt dissolves
right away, bringing the benefits of the high salt
content to your chosen bathing experience without
delay and without any chunks to damage the
pumping mechanism of a whirlpool or hot tub.
Obtaining these high quality fine salts costs a little
bit more, which is why some companies go with the
much cheaper raw salt chunks. Ancient Secrets®
Dead Sea Bath Salts are therefore the best option
for experiencing the many beneficial qualities of
Dead Sea salt bathing.
Dead Sea salts contain Magnesium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride, Potassium Chloride, Calcium
Chloride, Bromides, Iron and trace minerals. The
high Magnesium Chloride content is considered
to be a key element in the benefits of Dead Sea
salt bathing.

Using Ancient Secrets®
Dead Sea Salts
As a bath: Use 2-4 ounces of these bath salts in
your bath water. Ease your tired body, relax, let
your cares slip away and allow the warm bath and
mineral salts to remove tension and leave you feeling
refreshed, soothed and pampered!

Whirlpool, hot tub & sitz bath use: Because we
use fine mechanically cleaned salt and no foaming
agents, Ancient Secrets® Dead Sea baths are suitable
for use in whirlpools and hot tubs, enhancing the
relaxation, invigorating and soothing effects of
these baths.
Foot Soak or Elbow/Wrist/Hand Soak: Ancient
Secrets® Dead Sea baths are also perfect for
providing soothing relief to specific parts of the
body. Many people use them for soothing tired feet,
for instance, by adding 2-4 oz. into a non-metallic
container or soak tub with warm water. Similarly
they can be used for hand & arm joints.
CAUTION: If you are under medical supervision
or treatment, consult your health care practitioner
before use. Higher concentrations may be used if
recommended by your doctor. For External Use
Only. Keep Out of Reach of Children.
We are committed to the following formulation
principles for all of these products:

Formulation Principles
• Cruelty-free
• No animal testing
• Leaping Bunny certified and registered
• Vegan
• No animal-source ingredients
• Pure Essential Oils Used For Fragrance
• No Artificial Fragrances

